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ABSTRACT
The traditional notion of fault tolerance requires that all
the correct participating processes eventually terminate, and
thus, is not sensitive to the number of correct processes that
should properly terminate as a result of failures. Intuitively,
an algorithm that in the presence of any number of faults al-
ways guarantees that all the correct processes except maybe
one properly terminate, is more resilient to faults than an
algorithm that in the presence of a single fault does not
even guarantee that a single correct process ever terminates.
However, according to the standard notion of fault tolerance
both algorithms are classified as algorithms that can not tol-
erate a single fault.
To overcome this difficulty, we generalize the traditional

notion of fault tolerance in a way which enables to capture
more sensitive information about the resiliency of an algo-
rithm. Then, we present several algorithms for solving clas-
sical problems which are resilient under the new notion. It
is well known that, in an asynchronous systems where pro-
cesses communicate either by reading and writing atomic
registers or by sending and receiving messages, important
problems such as, consensus, set-consensus, election, perfect
renaming, implementations of a test-and-set bit, a shared
stack, a swap object and a fetch-and-add object have no de-
terministic solutions which can tolerate even a single fault.
We show that while, some of these problems have solutions
which guarantee that in the presence of any number of faults
most of the correct processes will properly terminate; other
problems do not even have solutions which guarantee that
in the presence of just one fault at least one correct process
properly terminates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
According to the standard notion of fault tolerance, an al-
gorithm is t-resilient if in the presence of up to t faults, all
the correct processes can still properly complete their oper-
ations and terminate. Thus, an algorithm is not t-resilient,
if as a result of t faults there is some correct process that
can not properly terminate. This traditional notion of fault
tolerance is not sensitive to the number of correct processes
that may or may not complete their operations as a result
of the failure of other processes.

Consider for example the renaming problem, which al-
lows processes, with distinct initial names from a large name
space, to get distinct new names from a small name space.
A renaming algorithm that in the presence of any number of
faults always guarantees that most of the correct processes,
but not necessarily all, get distinct new names is clearly more
resilient than a renaming algorithm that in the presence of a
single fault does not guarantee that even one correct process
ever gets a new name. However, using the standard notion
of fault tolerance, it is not possible to compare the resiliency
of such algorithms – as both are simply not even 1-resilient.
This motivates us to suggest and investigate a more general
notion of fault tolerance.

We have generalized the traditional notion of fault tol-
erance by allowing a limited number participating correct
processes not to terminate in the presence of faults. Every
process that do terminate is required to return a correct re-
sult. Thus, our definition guarantees safety but may sacrifice
liveness (termination), for a limited number of processes, in
the presence of faults. The consequences of violating liveness
are often less sever than those of violating safety. In fact,
there are systems that can detect and abort processes that
run for too long. Sacrificing liveness for few of the processes
allows us to increase the resiliency of the whole system.

1.2 Model and Basic Definitions
Our model of computation consists of an asynchronous col-
lection of n processes that communicate either by reading
and writing atomic registers or by sending and receiving
messages. The processes have unique identifiers. With an
atomic register, it is assumed that operations on the register



occur in some definite order. That is, reading or writing an
atomic register is an indivisible action.
With required participation every process must eventually

execute its code. However, a more interesting and practical
situation is one in which participation is not required, as is
usually assumed when solving resource allocation problems.
Unless explicitly stated, when the shared memory model is
considered, it is assumed that participate is not required.
When the message passing model is considered, it is assumed
that: participate is required, a process starts participating
spontaneously or when receiving a first message. Once a
process starts participating it may fail by crashing.
In the literature, it is common to assume that the iden-

tifiers of the n processes are integers taken from the range
{1, ..., n}. However, there may be situations when there are
many more identifiers than processes. For example, there
might be a small number of processes, say 50, but their
identifiers can be taken from the range {0, ..., 232}. In such
a case identifiers cannot be easily used to index registers,
and hence it is better to use symmetric algorithms.

Symmetric Algorithms: A symmetric algo-
rithm is an algorithm in which the only way for
distinguishing processes is by comparing identi-
fiers, which are unique. Identifiers can be writ-
ten, read and compared, but there is no way of
looking inside any identifier. Thus, identifiers
cannot be used to index shared registers.

Designing symmetric algorithms is especially important, when
the designed algorithms are intended to be used as a building
blocks in an environment where the processes’ name space
is not known in advance. Most of the algorithms presented
in this paper are symmetric.

1.3 Fault Tolerance
For the rest of the paper, n denotes the number of pro-
cesses, t denotes the number of faulty processes, and N =
{0, 1, ..., n}.

Definition: For a given function f : N → N , an
algorithm is (t, f)-resilient if in the presence of
t′ faults at most f(t′) participating correct pro-
cesses may not properly terminate their opera-
tions, for every 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t.

It seems that (t, f)-resiliency is interesting only when requir-
ing that f(0) = 0. That is, in the absence of faults all the
participating processes must properly terminate. The stan-
dard definition of t-resiliency is equivalent to (t, f)-resiliency
where f(t′) = 0 for every 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t. Thus, the familiar
notion of wait-freedom is equivalent to (n − 1, f)-resiliency
where f(t′) = 0 for every 0 ≤ t′ ≤ n− 1. The new notion of
(t, f)-resiliency is quite general, and in this paper we focus
mainly on the following three levels of resiliency.

• An algorithm is almost-t-resilient if it is (t, f)-resilient,
for a function f where f(0) = 0 and f(t′) = 1, for
every 1 ≤ t′ ≤ t. Thus, in the presence of any number
of up to t faults, all the correct participating processes,
except maybe one process must properly terminate.

• An algorithm is partially-t-resilient if it is (t, f)-resilient,
for a function f where f(0) = 0 and f(t′) = t′, for ev-
ery 1 ≤ t′ ≤ t. Thus, in the presence of any number

t′ ≤ t faults, all the correct participating processes,
except maybe t′ of them must properly terminate.

• An algorithm is weakly-t-resilient if it is (t, f)-resilient,
for a function f where f(0) = 0, and in the presence
of any number of up to t ≥ 1 faults, if there are two or
more correct participating processes then one correct
participating process must properly terminate. (No-
tice that for n = 2, if one process fails the other one is
not required to terminate.)

For n ≥ 3 and t < n/2, the notion of weakly-t-resiliency is
strictly weaker than the notion of partially-t-resiliency. For
n ≥ 3, the notions of weakly-t-resiliency is strictly weaker
than the notion of almost-t-resiliency. For n ≥ 3 and t ≥ 2,
the notions of partially-t-resiliency is strictly weaker than
almost-t-resiliency. For all n, partially-1-resiliency and
almost-1-resiliency are equivalent. For n = 2 these three
notions are equivalent. We say that an algorithm is almost-
wait-free if it is almost-(n − 1)-resilient, thus, in the pres-
ence of any number of faults, all the participating correct
processes, except maybe one process must terminate. We
say that an algorithm is partially-wait-free if it is partially-
(n − 1)-resilient, thus, in the presence of any number of
t ≤ n − 1 faults, all the correct participating processes, ex-
cept maybe t of them must properly terminate.

In an asynchronous shared memory system which sup-
ports atomic registers or in a message passing system, im-
portant problems such as consensus, set-consensus, election,
perfect renaming, implementations of a test-and-set bit, a
shared stack, a swap object and a fetch-and-add object, have
no solutions which can tolerate even a single fault. Rather
surprisingly, as we will show later, while some of these prob-
lems have solutions which satisfy almost-wait-freedom, other
problems do not even have weakly-1-resilient solutions.

1.4 Contributions
New Definitions. We generalize the traditional notion
of fault tolerance. Together with the technical results, the
new definitions provide a deeper understanding of complex-
ity and computability issues which are involved in the de-
velopment of fault-tolerant algorithms.

Election. In this problem one or more processes indepen-
dently initiate their participation in an election to decide on
a leader. Each participating process should eventually out-
put either 0 or 1 and terminate. At most one process may
output 1, and in the absence of faults exactly one of the
participating processes should output 1. The process which
outputs 1 is the elected leader. It is known that there is no
1-resilient election algorithm, when processes communicate
either by reading and writing atomic registers or by sending
and receiving messages. We show that:

(1) There is an almost-wait-free symmetric elec-
tion algorithm using ⌈logn⌉+2 atomic registers.
(2) There is an almost-wait-free symmetric elec-
tion algorithm with n2 − n message complexity.

Message complexity is the total number of message sent.
The known space lower bound for election in the absence of
faults is ⌈logn⌉+ 1 atomic registers [33].

Test-and-set. A test-and-set bit is an object that supports
two operations called test-and-set and reset. A test-and-set



operation on a single bit takes as argument a shared bit b,
assigns the value 1 to b, and returns the previous value of
b (which can be either 0 or 1). A reset operation takes as
argument a shared registers b and writes the value 0 into b.
We show that:

(1) There is an almost-wait-free symmetric im-
plementation of a test-and-set bit for n processes
using n+1 atomic registers. (2) Any implemen-
tation of a test-and-set bit for n processes using
registers must use at least n registers, even in the
absence of faults.

It is known that in asynchronous systems where processes
communicate using atomic registers there are no 1-resilient
implementations of a test-and-set bit [28].

Perfect Renaming. A perfect renaming algorithm allows
n processes with initially distinct names from a large name
space to acquire distinct new names from the set {1, ...n}. A
one-shot renaming algorithm allows each process to acquire
a distinct new name just once. A long-lived renaming algo-
rithm allows processes to repeatedly acquire distinct names
and release them. We show that:

(1) There is a partially-wait-free symmetric one-
shot perfect renaming algorithm using (a) n − 1
almost-wait-free election objects, or (b) O(n logn)
registers, or (c) O(n3) messages. (2) There is
a partially-wait-free symmetric long-lived perfect
renaming algorithm using either n − 1 almost-
wait-free test-and-set bits or O(n2) registers.

It is known that in asynchronous systems where processes
communicate either by atomic registers or by sending and
receiving messages, there is no 1-resilient perfect renaming
algorithm [7, 30, 35].

Fetch-and-add, swap, stack. A fetch-and-add object
supports an operation which takes as arguments a shared
register r, and a value val. The value of r is incremented
by val, and the old value of r is returned. A swap object
supports an operation which takes as arguments a shared
registers and a local register and atomically exchange their
values. A shared stack is a linearizable object that sup-
ports push and pop operations, by several processes, with
the usual stack semantics. We show that:

There are partially-wait-free implementations of
a fetch-and-add object, a swap object, and a stack
object using atomic registers.

The result complements the results that in asynchronous
systems where processes communicate using registers there
are no 1-resilient implementations of fetch-and-add, swap,
and stack objects [13, 22].

Consensus and Set-consensus. The k-set consensus prob-
lem is to find a solution for n processes, where each process
starts with an input value from some domain, and must
choose some participating process’ input as its output. All
n processes together may choose no more than k distinct
output values. The 1-set consensus problem, is the familiar
consensus problem. We show that:

(1) For n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2, there is no
weakly-k-resilient k-set-consensus algorithm us-

ing either atomic registers or sending and receiv-
ing messages. In particular, for n ≥ 3, there
is no weakly-1-resilient consensus algorithm us-
ing either atomic registers or messages. (2) For
n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2, there is no weakly-k-
resilient k-set-consensus algorithm using almost-
wait-free test-and-set bits and atomic registers.

Our results strengthen the know results that, in asynchronous
systems where processes communicate either by atomic reg-
isters or by sending and receiving messages, there is no 1-
resilient consensus algorithm [20, 28], and there is no k-
resilient k-set-consensus algorithm [12, 23, 32].

1.5 Related Work
In [33] it is proved that, in the absence of failures, ⌈logn⌉+1
registers are necessary and sufficient for symmetric election,
assuming that only the elected leader is required to ever
terminate, while n registers are necessary and sufficient for
deadlock-free symmetric mutual exclusion. We use some key
ideas from [33], in our implementations of an almost-wait-
free election object and an almost-wait-free test-and-set bit.
The impossibility result that there are no election algorithm
and no perfect renaming algorithm that can tolerate a single
crash failure was first proved for the asynchronous message-
passing model in [8, 30], and later has been extended for the
shared memory model in [35].

The one-shot renaming problem was first solved for message-
passing systems [8], and later for shared memory systems
[11]. In [17] a long-lived wait-free renaming algorithm was
presented. Several of the many papers on renaming are [1,
3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 14, 18, 21, 23, 26, 29].

The consensus problem was formally defined in [31]. The
impossibility result that there is no consensus algorithm that
can tolerate even a single crash failure was first proved for
the asynchronous message-passing model in [20], and later
has been extended for the shared memory model with atomic
registers, in [28]. The impossibility result that, for 1 ≤ k ≤
n− 1 there is no k-resilient k-set-consensus algorithm for n
processes using atomic registers, is from [12, 23, 32].

Extensions of the notion of fault tolerance, which are dif-
ferent from those considered in this paper, were proposed
recently in[19], where a precise way is presented to charac-
terize adversaries by introducing the notion of disagreement
power: the biggest integer k for which the adversary can
prevent processes from agreeing on k values when using reg-
isters only; and it is shown how to compute the disagreement
power of an adversary. The ability to solve consensus under
various symmetric and asymmetric progress conditions was
studied in [25, 34].

A comprehensive discussion of wait-free synchronization
is given in [22]. In [6], a class of objects called Common2
is defined. Each object in Common2 has a wait-free im-
plementation from registers together with any other object
in Common2. Commonly used objects such as test-and-set,
fetch-and-add, swap, and stack are in Common2 [2, 6]. In
[24], the related notion of a non-blocking is introduced. It
guarantees that some correct process with a pending opera-
tion, will always be able to complete its operation in a finite
number of its own steps regardless of the execution speed
of other processes. For one-shot objects wait-freedom and
non-blocking are the same.



2. ALMOST-WAIT-FREE SYMMETRIC
ELECTION

In the leader election problem, processes do not have inputs.
Each participating process should eventually output either
0 or 1 and terminate. At most one process may output
the value 1, and in the absence of faults exactly one of the
participating processes should output 1. The process which
outputs 1 is elected as a leader. It is not require that the
processes know the identity of the leader. The elected leader
must be one of the participating processes, thus, there can
not be an a priori leader.
In asynchronous systems where processes communicate ei-

ther using atomic registers or by sending and receiving mes-
sages, election is impossible with one faulty process [20, 30,
35]. We show below that almost-wait-free symmetric elec-
tion is possible in such asynchronous systems. This pos-
sibility result for election is later used for solving perfect
renaming. We point out that, it follows from the results
presented in Section 6 for the consensus problem, that for
a stronger definition of election in which it is required that
the processes know (i.e., output) the identity of the leader,
even weakly-1-resilient strong-election is impossible.

2.1 Election using atomic registers
In [33], an election algorithm which is not weakly-1-resilient
is presented. It is correct under the following assumptions:
(1) processes never fail, and (2) only the elected leader is
required to terminate. The election algorithm presented be-
low, is based on the algorithm from [33].

Theorem 2.1. There is an almost-wait-free symmetric
election algorithm using ⌈logn⌉+ 2 atomic registers.

The algorithm below is for n processes each with a unique
identifier taken from some (possibly infinite) set which does
not include 0. The algorithm uses the shared registers turn
and done and the array of registers V . All these registers are
initially 0. Also, for each process, the local variables level
and j are used. We denote by e.turn, e.done and e.V [*] the
shared registers of the specific election algorithm (object)
named e. This should simplify the construction of algo-
rithms that use election as a basic building block.

An Almost-wait-free Symmetric Election: process

p’s program.

function election (e: object name) return:value in {0, 1};
1 e.turn := p;
2 for level := 1 to ⌈logn⌉ do
3 repeat
4 if e.done = 1 then return(0) fi; /*not leader*/
5 if e.turn ̸= p then
6 for j := 1 to level − 1 do
7 if e.V [j] = p then e.V [j] := 0 fi od;
8 return(0) fi /* not the leader */
9 until e.V [level] = 0;
10 e.V [level] := p;
11 if e.turn ̸= p then
12 for j := 1 to level do
13 if e.V [j] = p then e.V [j] := 0 fi od;
14 return(0) fi /* not the leader */
15 od;
16 e.done := 1; return(1). /* leader! */
end function

The process that is last to write to e.turn (line 1) attempts
to become the leader. It does so, by waiting for each of the
registers e.V [j] to be 0 (lines 3-9) and then sets the register
to its id (line 10). A process becomes the leader if it manages
to write its id into all the registers during the period that
e.turn equals its id. Any process that notices that e.turn is
no longer equals its id, gives up on becoming the leader, and
erase any write it has made (lines 6 & 12).

There are runs of the algorithm in which every process
manages to set ⌈logn⌉ registers before discovering that an-
other process has modified e.turn, and as a result has to set
back to 0 some of the registers before terminating. Proving
the correctness of the algorithm is rather challenging, due
to the existence of such runs.

In [33], it has been proven that, even in the absence of
faults, any election algorithm for n processes must use at
least ⌈logn⌉+1 registers. (This lower bound holds even for
non-symmetric algorithms.) Thus, our algorithm which uses
⌈logn⌉ + 2 registers, provides an almost tight space upper
bound.

2.2 Correctness proof
The proof of the election algorithm is an adaptation of the
proof for the algorithm from [33] which guarantees that only
the leader terminates, and is correct only in the absence of
faults. The fact that our election algorithm uses ⌈logn⌉+ 2
atomic registers is obvious from inspecting the algorithm.

Theorem 2.2 (liveness). In the absence of faults, at
least one leader is elected.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that no leader is elected.
Let r be an infinite run with no faults where no leader is
elected, and let p be the last processes to write to turn in run
r. Let q be the process with the highest value of level when
p writes to turn. At some point q will notice that turn ̸= q,
and set back to 0, all the entries of the array V which equal
to q. Repeat this argument with the new highest process.
Thus, any entry of the array V which process p may wait
on, will eventually be set back to 0, enabling p to proceed
until it is elected. A contradiction.
We say that a process is at level k, when the value of its
private level register is k.

Lemma 2.3. For any k ∈ {1, ..., ⌈logn⌉}, out of all the
processes that are in level k during a time interval where
V [k] continuously holds the value 0, at most one process can:
(1) continue level k+1 or (2) change any register other than
V [k].

Proof. Assume that a set of processes p1, ..., pℓ are at
level k, and during the time interval where V [k] continu-
ously holds the value 0, they all notice that V [level] = 0
when executing the until statement in line 9. One of these
processes, say p1, must be the last to update turn. If k = 1,
each process in {p2, ..., pℓ} will notice that turn is different
from its id (line 11), possibly write 0 into V [1], and return
0. Assume k > 1. Before p1 has set turn to its id, each of
the other processes at level k, must have seen in level k − 1
that turn is equal to its id. This means that before any of
the processes p2, ..., pℓ could execute the assignment at line
10, p1 has already set V [1], ..., V [k−1] to its id. Thus, when
each process at level k, other than p1, executes the if state-
ment in line 11, it finds out that turn is different from its id,



possibly write 0 into V [k], and returns 0, without a need to
write 0 to any of the registers V [1], ..., V [k− 1]. Process p1,
may continue to level k + 1 or itself notices that turn ̸= p1
and sets some or all of the registers V [1], ..., V [k − 1] to 0,
but its is the only process, among the processes p1, ..., pℓ,
that may set any register other than V [k].

Theorem 2.4 (safety). At most one leader is elected.

For proving the theorem, an accounting system of credits is
used. Initially, the number of credits is 2n− 1. New credits
can not be created during the execution of the algorithm.
The credit system ensures that a process acquires exactly
2k−1 credits before it can reach level k. Being elected is
equivalent to reaching level log n+1. Thus, the credit system
ensures that a process must acquire 2logn+1−1 = n credits
before it can be elected. Once a process is elected, it may
not release any of its credits. Thus, it is not possible for two
processes to get elected.
With out loss of generality it is assumed that n, the num-

ber of processes, is a power of 2. Initially, each process
holds 1 credit, and each register V [k] where 1 ≤ k ≤ logn
holds 2k−1 credits. Thus, the total number of credits is
n+

∑logn
k=1 2k−1 = 2n−1. As a results of an operation taken

by a process credits may be transferred from a register to a
process and vice versa. We list below all possible operations
by processes and their effect:

• No credits are transferred when a process (1) checks
the value of a register, (2) writes into turn, or (3) ex-
ecutes a return statement.

• When a process writes its id into register V [k], chang-
ing V [k]’s value from 0 to its id, 2k−1 credits are trans-
ferred from V [k] to that process. When a process
writes 0 into register V [k] which does not already hold-
ing 0, 2k−1 credits are transferred to V [k] from that
process.

• Let one or more processes notice that V [k] = 0. By
Lemma 2.3, at most one of them can continue level
k + 1. Assume one of them continues to level k + 1.
By Lemma 2.3, the processes that do not continue to
the next level can only execute V [k] := 0, transferring
to V [k] the 2k−1 credits they have by getting this far.
Then 2k−1 credits are take from V [k], and are assigned
to the process that continues to the next level, giving
it the 2k credits it needs for level k + 1.

• Let one or more processes notice that V [k] = 0, and
assume no one of them continues to level k + 1. By
Lemma 2.3, at most one of these processes, say pro-
cess p, changes any register other than V [k]. As be-
fore, the remaining processes can transfer their credits
by setting V [k] to 0. Then, if p is the last to set V [k],
2k−1 credits are taken from V [k], and are assigned to
p. Thus, p has 2k credits available, 2k−1 credits from
reaching level k, plus 2k−1 credits from V [k]. Setting to
0 every variable from V [1] to V [k] accounts for 2k − 1
credits, so p has enough credits and no new credits
should be created by p when it sets to 0 multiple reg-
isters.

As already mentioned, initially, the number of credits is 2n−
1. No new credits are created, and a process must acquire

n credits before it can be elected. Once a process is elected,
it may not release any of its credits. Thus, it is not possible
for two processes to get elected.

Theorem 2.5 (almost-wait-freedom). In the absence
of faults, every participating process eventually terminates.
In the presence of faults, every correct participating process,
except maybe one, eventually terminates.

Proof. Once a leader is elected and returns, all correct
participating processes will eventually find out that done =
1 and properly terminate. In particular, in the absence of
faults, since by Theorem 2.2 at least leader is eventually
elected, all the participating processes will terminate. Also,
regardless of the number of faults, a correct process which is
not the last to write into turn, will eventually either notices
this fact and terminates or be elected and terminates. Thus,
in the presence of faults, only the last process to write into
turn may be blocked.

2.3 Election in a message passing system
We present a simple election algorithm in which the process
with the maximum identifer is elected.

Theorem 2.6. There is an almost-wait-free symmetric
election algorithm with n2 − n message complexity.

Proof. In the algorithm each process sends its identifer
to every other process, and collects, through the messages
seen, identifiers of other processes. As soon as a process
collects an identifer which is bigger than itself it returns 0.
If a process collects the identifiers of all the other n − 1
processes, and finds out that it is the process with the max-
imum identifer, it returns 1. In the code below my .id refers
to the identifier of the process executing the algorithm, and
message.val refers to the value of the message received. Each
process has a local counter variable which is initially set to 0.

Almost-wait-free symmetric election algorithm:
program for a process with identifier my .id .

1 send my .id to all the other processes;
2 each time a message is received do
3 if my .id < message.val then
4 return(0) else counter := counter + 1 fi;
5 if counter = n− 1 then return(1) fi /* leader! */
6 od

Clearly, in the absence of faults exactly one process is elected
and it is always the process with the maximum identifier. In
the presence of faults, only the correct participating process
with the maximum identifier among the currently partici-
pating processes may not terminate, all the other processes
will get a message from it, return 0 and terminate. The
message complexity is n2 − n, since each process sends one
message to each other process.

3. ALMOST-WAIT-FREE SYMMETRIC
TEST-AND-SET BIT

We show that n registers are necessary and n + 1 registers
are sufficient for implementing a single almost-wait-free test-
and-set bit using registers for n processes. A test-and-set bit
supports two atomic operations called test-and-set and reset.
A test-and-set operation takes as argument a shared bit b,



assigns the value 1 to b, and returns the previous value of
b (which can be either 0 or 1). A reset operation takes as
argument a shared bit b and writes the value 0 into b.
The sequential specification of an object specifies how the

object behaves in sequential runs, that is, in runs when its
operations are applied sequentially. The sequential specifica-
tion of a test-and-set bit is quite simple. In sequential runs,
the first test-and-set operation returns 0, a test-and-set oper-
ation that happens immediately after a reset operation also
returns 0, and all other test-and-set operations return 1. We
require that, although operations of processes may overlap,
each operation should appear to take effect instantaneously.
In particular, operations that do not overlap should take ef-
fect in their “real-time” order. This correctness requirement
is called linearizability [24].

3.1 Upper bound
The algorithm below is for n processes each with a unique
identifier taken from some (possibly infinite) set which does
not include 0. It makes use of exactly n registers which are
long enough to store a process identifier and one atomic bit.
The algorithm is based on the symmetric mutual exclusion
algorithm presented in [33].

Theorem 3.1. There is an almost-wait-free symmetric al-
gorithm which implements a test-and-set bit using atomic
registers. The algorithm is for n processes and uses n + 1
atomic registers.

The algorithm uses a register called turn to indicate who
has priority to return 1, n − 1 lock registers to ensure that
at most one process will return 1 between resets, and a bit
call winner to indicate whether some process already re-
turned 1. Initially the values of all these shared registers are
0. In addition each process has a private boolean variable
call locked. We denote by b.turn, b.winner and b.lock [*] the
shared registers of the specific test-and-set bit named b.

An Almost-wait-free Symmetric Test-and-set Bit:
process p’s program.

function test-and-set (b:bit) return:value in {0, 1};
1 if b.turn ̸= 0 then return(0) fi; /* lost */
2 b.turn := p;
3 repeat
4 for j := 1 to n− 1 do /* get locks */
5 if b.lock[j] = 0 then b.lock[j] := p fi od
6 locked := 1;
7 for j := 1 to n− 1 do /* have all locks? */
8 if b.lock[j] ̸= p then locked := 0 fi od;
9 until b.turn ̸= p or locked = 1 or b.winner = 1;
10 if b.turn ̸= p or b.winner = 1 then
11 for j := 1 to n− 1 do /* lost, release locks */
12 if b.lock[j] = p then b.lock[j] := 0 fi od
13 return(0) fi;
14 b.winner := 1; return(1). /* wins */
end function

function reset (b:bit); /* access bit b */
1 b.winner := 0; b.turn := 0; /* release locks */
2 for j := 1 to n− 1 do
3 if b.lock[j] = p then b.lock[j] := 0 fi od.
end function

In the test-and-set operation, a process, say p, initially checks
whether b.turn = 0, and if so returns 0. Otherwise, p takes

priority by setting b.turn to p, and attempts to obtain all
the n − 1 locks by setting them to p. This prevents other
processes that also saw b.turn = 0 and set b.turn to their ids
from entering. That is, if p obtains all the locks before the
other processes set b.turn, they will not be able to get any
of the locks since the values of the locks are not 0. Other-
wise, if p sees b.turn ̸= p or b.winner = 1, it will release the
locks it holds, allowing some other process to proceed, and
will return 0. In the reset operation, p sets b.turn to 0, so
the other processes can proceed, and releases all the locks it
currently holds.

3.2 Correctness proof
We prove that our implementation is linearizable w.r.t. the
sequential specification of a test-and-set bit mentioned ear-
lier. For that it is enough to prove the following theorems.
We say that run is well structured, if in that run a reset op-
eration may be initiated only by a process that its last oper-
ation (before applying the reset operation) is a test-and-set
operation which has returned 0. We say that a process is a
winner in a given finite run, if the last completed operation
of that process in the run is a test-and-set operation which
has returned 0.

Theorem 3.2 (safety). There is at most one winner
in any well structured run.

Proof. Assume some process p is a winner. We show
that no other process can become a winner before p preforms
a reset operation. When process p last accessed turn and the
n− 1 locks, the value of each of these n shared registers was
p. Any other process has to set all the n − 1 locks and
see turn set to its value for it to become a winner. But
a process always checks a lock before writing it, and can
only change one lock which has been already set (and not
released yet) by some other process. So if all the n shared
registers have the value p, and each of the remaining n − 1
processes can overwrite at most one such register, at least
one shared register must still hold the value p, preventing
processes other than p from becoming winners.
We say that a pending test-and-set operations is potentially
successful if no process has become a winner since the oper-
ation was issued.

Theorem 3.3 (liveness). In the absence of faults, at
least one process will eventually become a winner, in any
given run with potentially successful pending test-and-set op-
erations.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that no process will be-
come a winner. Since no process becomes a winner, turn is
not set back to 0, and hence turn must eventually have a
nonzero value, say p, and this value will not change there-
after. Every participating process other than p will eventu-
ally notice turn = p, it will release the locks it holds, will
return 0 and thereafter will not update any other registers
because turn is not zero. At this point, since process p al-
ways finds turn = p, nothing is preventing process p from
getting all the locks and becoming a winner. A contradic-
tion.

Theorem 3.4 (almost-wait-freedom). In the absence
of faults, every participating process (i.e, pending operation)
eventually returns. In the presence of faults, every correct
participating process, except maybe one, eventually returns.



Proof. Once some process becomes the winner and re-
turns 1, as long as the winner does not initiate a reset oper-
ation, all correct participating processes will eventually find
out that done = 1 and return 0. In particular, in the ab-
sence of faults, since by Theorem 3.3 at least one process
will eventually become the winner, all the participating pro-
cesses will return. Also, regardless of the number of faults,
a correct process which is not the last to write turn, will
eventually either notice this fact and return 0 or becomes
the winner and returns 1. Thus, in the presence of faults,
only the last process to write turn may be blocked.

3.3 Lower bound
We show that the n+ 1 space upper bound is almost tight.

Observation 3.5. Even in the absence of faults, any im-
plementation of a test-and-set bit for n processes using atomic
registers must use at least n atomic registers.

Proof. In [15, 16], it is proven that any deadlock-free
mutual exclusion algorithm for n processes must use at least
n shared registers. On the other hand, it is trivial to im-
plement a deadlock-free mutual exclusion algorithm for n
processes using a single test-and-set bit, say x, as follows: A
process first keeps on accessing x until, in one atomic step,
it succeeds to change x from 0 to 1. Then, the process can
safely enter its critical section. The exit code is to reset x
to 0. It is trivial to show that the algorithm satisfies mutual
exclusion and is deadlock-free. The result follows.

4. PARTIALLY-WAIT-FREE SYMMETRIC
PERFECT RENAMING

A renaming algorithm allows processes with initially distinct
initial names from a large name space to acquire distinct new
names from a small name space. A perfect renaming algo-
rithm allows n processes with initially distinct names from a
large name space to acquire distinct new names from the set
{1, ...n}. A one-shot renaming algorithm allows each pro-
cess to acquire a distinct new name just once. A long-lived
renaming algorithm allows processes to repeatedly acquire
distinct names and release them (however, once a process
acquires a new name it must first release it before trying to
acquire another one).
It is well known that, in asynchronous systems where pro-

cesses communicate either by reading and writing atomic
registers or by sending and receiving messages, there is no
1-resilient perfect renaming algorithm [7, 30, 35]. Contrary
to this impossibility result, we show that there is a partially-
wait-free perfect renaming algorithm in such systems. A
partially-wait-free renaming algorithm, should guarantee that
t failures, where 1 ≤ t ≤ n−1, may prevent at most t correct
participating processes from acquiring new names.

Theorem 4.1. There is a partially-wait-free symmetric
one-shot perfect renaming algorithm using either (1) n − 1
almost-wait-free election objects, (2) O(n logn) registers, or
(3) O(n3) messages.

Proof. First we present an algorithm which uses n − 1
almost-wait-free election objects. The election objects are
indexed 1,2,....,n − 1. Each process scans the objects, in
order, starting with object number 1. At each step, the
process applies the election operation, and either: moves to

the next object if it is not elected in object i < n− 1, stops
if it is being elected, or stops if it not elected in object n−1.
The process is assigned either the name equal to the index
of the object on which its election operation has succeeded,
or n if it is not elected in all n − 1 objects. Notice that
at most n− i+ 1 processes may participate in object i, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, the almost-wait-
free, election object indexed i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, can
be implemented using ⌈log(n− i+ 1)⌉+ 2 atomic registers.
Thus, the number of registers used are at most:

3(n− 1) +

n∑
i=2

log i = 3(n− 1) + log n! = O(n logn).

Finally, by Theorem 2.6, there is an implementation of an
almost-wait-free symmetric election object for n processes
which has n2−nmessage complexity. The result follows.

Theorem 4.2. There is a partially-wait-free symmetric
long-lived perfect renaming algorithm using either n−1 almost-
wait-free test-and-set bits or O(n2) atomic registers.

Proof. First we present an algorithm which uses n − 1
almost-wait-free test-and-set bit bits. The bits have initial
values 0, and are indexed 1,2,....,n − 1. Each process scans
the bits, in order, starting with bit number 1. At each
step, the process applies a test-and-set operation, and ei-
ther: moves to the next bit if the returned value is 1 in bit
i < n − 1, stops when the returned value is 0, or stops if
the returned value is 1 in bit n− 1. The process is assigned
the name equal to the index of the bit on which its (last)
test-and-set operation returned 0, or n if the returned value
is 1 in all n− 1 bits. A process which is assigned the name i
can later release this name by applying a reset operation to
the i’th bit setting its value back to 0. A process which is
assigned the name n doesn’t have to access any shared bit
to release the name n. At most n− i+1 processes may con-
currently access the bit indexed i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. Thus,
by Theorem 3.1, the bit indexed i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, can
be implemented using n− i+2 registers. Thus, the number
of registers used are:

n∑
i=2

(i+ 1) =
n2 + 3n− 4

2
.

The result follows.

5. PARTIALLY-WAIT-FREE
FETCH-AND-ADD, SWAP, AND STACK

A fetch-and-add object supports one operation, which takes
as arguments a shared register r, and a value val. The value
of r is incremented by val, and the old value of r is returned.
A swap object supports one operation, which takes as argu-
ments a shared registers and a local register and atomically
exchange their values. A concurrent stack is a linearizable
object that supports push and pop operations, by several
processes, with the usual stack semantics. A sequential pro-
cess is a process that has at most one pending operation at
any given time.

Lemma 5.1. Assume that there is a wait-free implemen-
tation for n sequential processes of an object o using wait-
free test-and-set bits and atomic registers. Then, there is a
partially-wait-free implementation for n processes of o using
atomic registers only.



Proof. Let A be a wait-free implementation for n se-
quential processes of an object o using wait-free test-and-set
bits and registers. Let A′ be the implementation A where
each wait-free test-and-set bit is replaced with an almost-
wait-free test-and-set bit. While executing A′, a failure of a
process with a pending test-and-set operation, may prevent
at most one other process from completing its operation in
A′. Thus, a failure of t processes may prevent at most t other
process from completing their operations. This implies that
A′ is a partially-wait-free implementation of o using almost-
wait-free test-and-set bits and registers. By Theorem 3.1,
we can replace each almost-wait-free test-and-set bit in A′,
by an implementation using atomic registers. The result
follows.

Theorem 5.2. There are partially-wait-free implementa-
tions for n processes of a fetch-and-add object, a swap object,
and a stack object using atomic registers only.

Proof. In [6], a class of shared objects called Common2
were defined. Each object in Common2 is known to have
a wait-free implementation from registers together with any
other object in Common2, for an arbitrary number of se-
quential processes. Commonly used primitives such as test-
and-set, fetch-and-add, swap, and stack are in Common2
[2, 6]. Thus, any of the objects in Commom2 has a wait-
free implemention using registers and wait-free test-and-set
bits, for arbitrary number of sequential processes. (The im-
plementations presented in [6] are not symmetric.) This
last observation together with Lemma 5.1 implies that there
are partially-wait-free implementations for n processes of a
fetch-and-add object, a swap object, and a stack object us-
ing atomic registers only.

6. IMPOSSIBILITY RESULTS FOR
CONSENSUS AND SET-CONSENSUS

The k-set consensus problem is to find a solution for n pro-
cesses, where each process starts with an input value from
some domain, and must choose some participating process’
input as its output. All n processes together may choose
no more than k distinct output values. The 1-set consensus
problem, is the familiar consensus problem for n processes.
The consensus and set-consensus problems belong to a

class of problems called colorless tasks. Colorless tasks (also
called convergence tasks [13]) allow a process to adopt an
input or output value of any other participating process, so
the task can be defined in terms of input and output sets
instead of vectors.
For proving the following lemma we need to assume a

model where participation is required. Recall that with re-
quired participation every process must eventually execute
its code.

Lemma 6.1. Assume a model where participation is re-
quired, n ≥ 3 and t ≤ n − 2. When processes communicate
either by reading and writing atomic registers or by sending
and receiving messages, for any colorless task T : there is
a weakly-t-resilient algorithm which solves T if and only if
there is a t-resilient algorithm which solves T .

Proof. Let A be a weakly-t-resilient algorithm using
atomic registers which solves T . We use A to implement a
t-resilient algorithm, called A′, which uses atomic registers

and solves T . An additional shared register called output is
used, which has initial value ⊥. Every process executes as
in A, and before it terminates it writes its output into out-
put. During its execution of A, a process also continuously
checks whether output ̸= ⊥, and in case the test is posi-
tive, it adopts the value of output as its own output value
and terminates. Since participation is required, n ≥ 3 and
t ≤ n − 2, one correct process will eventually terminate.
Once one correct process writes its output into output, it
is guaranteed that each participating correct will eventu-
ally either terminates according its code in A, or will notice
that output ̸= ⊥, and properly terminates. The resulting
algorithm is A′. Proving the other direction is trivial. The
proof for the case where communication is by sending and
receiving messages is almost the same. Instead of writing to
output, a process sends its decision to everyone before ter-
minating. Each process that receives a message with such
a decision value, decides on that value, sends it to everyone
and terminates.

The following results hold for a model where participation
is required, and thus also hold for a model where participa-
tion is not required.

Theorem 6.2. For n ≥ 3, there is no weakly-1-resilient
consensus algorithm using either reading and writing atomic
registers or sending and receiving messages.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 6.1 and the known
result that there is no 1-resilient consensus algorithm using
either reading and writing atomic registers or sending and
receiving messages [20, 28]. This known impossibility result
was proved for a model where participation is required and
thus also trivially holds for a model where participation is
not required.

Theorem 6.3. For n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 2, there is
no weakly-k-resilient k-set-consensus algorithm using either
reading and writing atomic registers or sending and receiving
messages.

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 6.1 and the known
result the there for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, is no k-resilient k-set-
consensus algorithm for n processes using atomic registers
[12, 23, 32]. The impossibility result for the message passing
model follows immediately from the one for the shared mem-
ory model. This known impossibility result was proved for a
model where participation is required and thus also trivially
holds for a model where participation is not required.

Corollary 6.4. For n ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n−2, there is no
weakly-k-resilient k-set-consensus algorithm using almost-
wait-free test-and-set bits and atomic registers.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3.1
and Theorem 6.3.

7. DISCUSSION
We have refined the traditional notion of t-resiliency by
defining the finer grained notion of (t, f)-resiliency. In par-
ticular, we have extended the investigation of fault-tolerance
by presenting several new notions: weakly-t-resiliency,
partially-t-resiliency and almost-t-resiliency.

In the traditional notion of t-resiliency it is assumed that
failures are uniform: processes are equally probable to fail,



and failure of one process does not affect the reliability of
the other processes. As discussed in [27], in real systems,
failures may be correlated because of software or hardware
features shared by subsets of processes. Our new resiliency
notions can be defined similarly also for such non-uniform
failure models, and it would be interesting to extend our
results to cover such failure models.
All our results are presented in the context of crash fail-

ures in asynchronous systems, it would be interesting to con-
sider also other types of failures such as omission failures
and Byzantine failures, and to consider synchronous sys-
tems. Another interesting direction would be to extend the
results for other objects. In particular, is there an almost-
wait-free (or even a weakly-wait-free) implementation of a
shared queue object from registers? We have assumed that
the number of processes is finite and known, it would be
interesting to consider also the case of unbounded concur-
rency. Considering failure detectors in the context of the
new definition is another interesting direction.
Several other questions are left open. We have presented a

symmetric almost-wait-free implementation of a test-and-set
bit from registers. Are there similar symmetric almost-wait-
free implementations for, stack, swap and fetch-and-add ob-
jects from registers? In case that there is no almost-wait-free
perfect renaming, what is the smallest m for which there is
a solution for almost-wait-free renaming in which a process
always gets a distinct name in the range {1, ...,m}? Finally,
are there implementations which are more space, time or
message efficient than the implementations presented?
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